
beckerboards.com
CREATIVE GUIDLINES ELECTRONIC LED BULLETIN – 14’H x 48’W

FILE SPECIFICATIONS

SIZE: 200 pixels high x 704 pixels wide

RESOLUTION: 72 DPI

FORMATS: .jpeg (works best), .bmp, .png

EMAIL FINISHED ARTWORK TO:
Dow Terry
dterry@beckerboards.com

BE BOLD 

> Make graphics large.

> Keep logos/brand names 

large to insure immediate 

brand identification.

> Use bold fonts.

They are readable from 

greater distances.

> Use large font sizes.

Messages are read from 

a distance so remember the 

50’ reading distance per 1”

of text height - 36” letters 

can be read from 1,800 feet; 

12” letters from 600 feet.

KEEP IT SIMPLE

> Content must be readable 

in a matter of seconds.

> Keep the copy short and simple.

The fewer the words, the easier 

and faster it reads. We recommend 

five words or less, and your logo.

> Use short, simple words for 

fast comprehension.

> Use simple font styles.

Script fonts are harder to read.

D CREATIVE GUIDELINES

CTRONIC LED BULLETIN - 14’H x 48’W
Specifications:

Size: 200 Pixels High x 704 Pixels Wide•
Resolution: 72 DPI•
Formats: .jpeg, .bmp, .png•

l Finished artwork to:
mediaservices@yesco.com•

ent Guidelines:

ep it Simple
Content must be readable in a matter of seconds. There-•

fore, keep the copy short and simple - no more than 10
words total (5 in the headline)

Use short, simple words for faster comprehension•
Use simple font styles - script fonts are very hard to read•
THIS FONT IS BETTER Than This Font

Bold
Make small object large•
Keep logos/brand names large to insure immediate brand•

dentification
Use thick bold fonts - they are readable from greater dis-•

tances
THIS FONT IS BETTERTHAN THIS FONT

Use large font sizes - messages are read from a distance•
so remember the 50’ reading distance per 1” of text height -
36” letters can be read from 1,800 feet; 12” letters from 600
feet

e Color Effectively
Use bold colors•
High Contrast equals better visibility•
Avoid white or light backgrounds especially at night - they•

will wash out the copy

or Tests shown to the right demonstrate color combinations
rk and those that don’t. Contrast is the key to sucess. Light
inst dark backgrounds and vice versa.

YESCO Electronics
Electronics Division
1651 North 1000 West
Logan, UT 84321
(435) 774-8800

Color tests >
show combinations that work 
and those that don’t. Contrast
is the key to success. Light text
against a dark backgrounds 
and vice versa is ideal.

HIGH CONTRAST
HIGH VISIBILITY

LOW CONTRAST
LOW VISIBILITY

HIGH CONTRAST
HIGH VISIBILITY

C OLOR COMBINATION
THAT VIBRATES 4350
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4350 E. Camelback Rd., Suite B-195
Phoenix, AZ 8501

(602) 312.7990  PHONE
(602) 368.4358  FAX

USE COLOR EFFECTIVELY

> Use bold colors.

> High contrast = better visibility.

> Avoid white or light backgrounds,

especially at night. They can 

wash out the copy.


